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              Kidnapped

              
 by   Robert Louis Stevenson 
Kidnapped is an adventure novel based on the real life incidents of Scottish written by Robert Louis Balfour Stevenson, a Scottish writer with numerous literary contributions through the forms of novels, poems and essays, notable among them are The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, Treasure Island and Kidnapped.

After the death of his par..
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              A Child's Garden of Verses

              
 by   Robert Louis Stevenson 
A Child's Garden of Verses is poetry collection written by Robert Louis Stevenson, a Scottish author remembered for his magnum opus Treasure Island. His literary contributions spans across many genres of novels, Short story collection, Travel literature and Poems. This book contains his most popular poems with illustrative pictures contains Childre..
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              The Black Arrow -  A Tale of Two Roses

              
 by   Robert Louis Stevenson 
Robert Louis Stevenson's another novel tells the adventures of Richard Shelton uniting with outlaws group The Black Arrow to settle with his guardian Sir Daniel Brackley, who was the culprit behind the death of his father. Set in the background of war of the roses, this novel based on the historical events blend with adventure. Overall an interesti..
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              Travels with a Donkey in the Cevennes

              
 by   Robert Louis Stevenson 
In an attempt to distance himself from an affair with American woman and to explore materials for his publications, Stevenson traveled in the mountains of south-western France with Modestine, a Donkey as his companion. This classic outdoor literature Travels with a Donkey in the Cevennes was the first to mention about sleeping bags. Though the Ceve..
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              New Arabian Nights

              
 by   Robert Louis Stevenson 
New Arabian Nights is a collection of short stories written by Scottish writer Robert Louis Stevenson. This collection written in two volumes, while the first volume contains closely connected stories like The Suicide Club and The Rajah's Diamond, second volume contains four stories which are totally isolated from each other. Among all stories, The..
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              The Master of Ballantrae -  A Winter's Tale

              
 by   Robert Louis Stevenson 
The Master of Ballantrae: A Winter's Tale is a historical fiction novel by Robert Louis Stevenson and differ vastly from his early themes. Set during Jacobite rising, a Scottish noble family trying to play tricky to save the estate by supporting both Jacob and King George II through their two sons. However the motive behind this trick ends up unsuc..
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              The Wrong Box

              
 by   Robert Louis Stevenson 
Stevenson's black comedy The Wrong Box has been co-authored by his stepson Lloyd Osbourne. In near future one of the two brothers would eventually receive a large sum from an investment scheme, only one of them die. The scary incidents of train crash, numerous dead bodies add fuel to the novel...
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              The Ebb-Tide -  A Trio And Quartette

              
 by   Robert Louis Stevenson 
The Ebb-Tide: A Trio And Quartette is an adventure novel of Robert Louis Stevenson set in his typical and most successful theme of pirate story. Three men once fortunate, now beggars were lucky enough to receive another chance to rebuild their life. Smallpox kills an entire crew of cargo of champagne, and the three men were asked to drive home the ..
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